Application of the photon average trajectories method to real-time reconstruction of tissue inhomogeneities in diffuse optical tomography of strongly scattering media.
The possibility of application of the photon average trajectories (PAT) method to real-time reconstruction of tissue inhomogeneities in diffuse optical tomography of strongly scattering media has been substantiated. By this method, the inverse problem is reduced to solution of the integral equation with integration along a conditional PAT. Such an approach allows the standard fast algebraic algorithms commonly used in projection computed tomography to be applied to diffuse optical image reconstruction. To demonstrate the capabilities of the PAT method, a numerical experiment on cross-sectional reconstruction of cylindrical strongly scattering objects with absorbing inhomogeneities has been done. Relative shadows caused by inhomogeneities are simulated via numerical solution of the non-stationary diffusion equation. To solve the inverse problem, the QR-factorization least-squares algorithm and the multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique are used. The results are compared with those obtained by a well-known software package for temporal optical absorption and scattering tomography based on multiple solution of the diffusion equation. It is shown that the PAT method allows reconstruction of the optical structure of objects with comparable accuracy while saving reconstruction time considerably.